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What is stress?

Preparation
Questions to
Ask Ourselves

• What are some situations in which I
would like to gain more control?
• What are my values?
• When do I let other things or people
change my values?
• What are my boundaries? (The things I
need to feel safe)
• When I have stress from something
that I cannot control, what are the
things that make me feel better?

Checking in With Yourself
Your Stress Barometer
5 - High level anxiety
4 - Danger way past comfort level
3 - Boundaries are being pushed
2 - Slightly anxious but still communicating well
1 - Comfortable

Learning to Pay Attention
to Our Warning Signs

4 Types of Warning
Signs
Physical
Mental
Emotional
Spiritual

Physical Warning Signs
• Common Warning Signs
• Shortness of breath
• Feeling lightheaded, dizzy, or woozy
• Tightness in muscles - especially in
chest, shoulders, and neck
• Inability to sit still
• Jaw clenching
• Aches or pains
• Stomach or digestive problems

Mental
Warning Signs
• Common Mental Warning Signs
• Specific or generalized anxiety
• Feeling overwhelmed
• Circular thoughts
• Catastrophizing
• Disrupted sleep or oversleeping
• Inability to focus
• Feeling like you are
“in a haze”

Emotional
Warning Signs
• Common Emotional Warning Signs
• Depression or General
Unhappiness
• Loneliness
• Irritability, or Agitation
• Unstable or Unpredictable
Emotions
• Lack of motivation

Spiritual Warning
Signs
• Common Spiritual Warning Signs
• Questioning identity
• Questioning career/family/life
direction
• Lack of confidence
• Feeling disconnected from friends,
family, or work
• Feeling disconnected from the world
• Crisis of faith or belief about the
world

Checking in With Yourself
Your Stress Barometer
5 - High level anxiety – Be safe, stop talking, exit the situation ASAP!!
4 - Danger way past comfort level – Briefly explain your feelings and create space (e.g. “I am feeling
a overwhelmed right now, I need to step away and collect myself”)
3 - Boundaries are being pushed – Recognize what values are being pushed, decide how you want
to respond (take a walk or ask the other party to sit down and discuss the situation)
2 - Slightly anxious but still communicating well – Notice that you are having a reaction, try to reset
in some way (e.g. take a deep breath, ask for a drink of water, use the restroom etc.)
1 – Stressed but okay – Recognize that I might need to exercise more patience than normal

Preventative
Self-Care

• Like our physical health, mental health measures
are best taken before we are in crisis
• Anything that improves our health across the 4
dimensions
• Common self-care practices
• Journalling
• Meditation
• Reading
• Talking with friends
• Getting fresh air
• Exercising
• Eating well
• Sleeping regularly (Naps are great!)

Journal Sample
• Morning
• What am I thankful for today? (Be Honest!)
• 1.
• 2.
• 3.
• What would make today great?
• 1.
• 2.
• 3.

• Evening
• What was the highest my stress level
got today?
• What situation surrounded this
event?
• How did I handle that event?
• Did I recognize it at the time?
• Could I have handled it better?
• Could I have done anything to
prevent the stress or put myself in a
better frame of being to handle the
stress?

It starts with
Self-Care

• Starting with ourselves is often a difficult
process. Growing up we were taught to
be helpful and to think of others. We
have grown into contributing members
of society and each of you is here today
because you want to help others in some
way or another. We are at our most
helpful when we are taken care of. We
are most patient, kind, and
understanding when our stress is under
control. Self-care is best tool we have for
helping others.

